FISHERIES ACT 1998
(No.6 of 1998)

FISHERIES (PNS THIRD IMPLEMENTING ARRANGEMENT) (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS 2012

IN exercise of the powers conferred upon me by section 59 of the Fisheries Act 1998, I make these Regulations-

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Fisheries (PNA Third Implementing Arrangement) (Amendment) Regulations 2012 and is deemed to have commenced on 1 January 2012.

2. The Fisheries (PNA Implementing Arrangement) Regulations 2012 (LN. 62/2012) is amended under regulation 6(1) by substituting the following provision

"Use of Fish Aggregating Device Prohibited"

"The deployment into the sea or servicing of a Fish Aggregating Device or any associated electronic equipment within the arrangement areas under this regulation are prohibited

(a) between 0001 hours GMT on 1 July 2012 and 2359 hours GMT on 30 September 2012; and

(b) between 0001 hours GMT on 1 July and 2359 hours GMT on 31 October every other year."

MADE AT HONIARA this first day of October, 2012.

HON. ALFRED GHIRO
MINISTER FOR FISHERIES & MARINE RESOURCES
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